Breaking Down Gesture and Action in Mental Rotation: Understanding the Components of Movement That Promote Learning
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Past research has shown that children’s mental rotation skills are malleable and can be improved through action experience—physically rotating objects—or gesture experience—showing how objects could rotate (e.g., Frick, Ferrara, & Newcombe, 2013; Goldin-Meadow et al., 2012; Levine, Goldin-Meadow, Carlson, & Hemani-Lopez, 2018). These two types of movements both involve rotation, but differ on a number of components. Here, we break down action and gesture into components—feeling an object during rotation, using a grasping handshape during rotation, tracing the trajectory of rotation, and seeing the outcome of rotation—and ask, in two studies, how training children on a mental rotation task through different combinations of these components impacts learning gains across a delay. Our results extend the literature by showing that, although all children benefit from training experiences, some training experiences are more beneficial than others, and the pattern differs by sex. Not seeing the outcome of rotation emerged as a crucial training component for both males and females. However, not seeing the outcome turned out to be the only necessary component for males (who showed equivalent gains when imagining or gesturing object rotation). Females, in contrast, only benefitted from not seeing the outcome when it involved producing a relevant motor movement (i.e., when gesturing the rotation of the object and not simply imagining the rotation of the object). Results are discussed in relation to potential mechanisms driving these effects and practical implications.
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Mental rotation is an important spatial skill. We know that males tend to outperform females on mental rotation tasks (e.g., Levine, Foley, Lourenco, Ehrlich, & Ratliff, 2016), and this disparity may contribute to the emergence of sex differences on science and math assessments in adolescence (Casey et al., 1995; Casey et al., 1997; Ganley, Vasilyeva, & Dulaney, 2014), and the underrepresentation of females in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) fields, fields that all rely, to some extent, on having excellent spatial skills (e.g., Gohm, Humphreys, & Yao, 1998; Wai, Lubinski, & Benbow, 2009). However, research also shows that mental rotation ability is malleable through training and practice (Baenninger & Newcombe, 1989; Uttal et al., 2013), and studies have been conducted to determine how different forms of experience might boost mental rotation ability. The present study furthers this line of investigation, and asks whether particular training experiences are differentially effective in promoting mental rotation ability in male and female children.

One possible explanation for the sex difference in mental rotation skill is that males and females tend to employ different strategies when solving mental rotation problems. Two strategies commonly discussed in the literature are the holistic and piecemeal approaches. Some evidence suggests that males are more likely to take a holistic approach when engaging in mental rotation and to use visuomotor imagery to rotate an entire object; in contrast, females tend to use piecemeal strategies and rotate one part of the object at a time, a less efficient, and more error prone approach.
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The central role that the motor system plays in mental rotation for both males and females has led several training studies to use one of two forms of movement experience: action or gesture. Action training has typically involved having children perform or watch objects move, whereas gesture training has typically involved having children perform or watch gestures that show how an object could move. Action and gesture have led to gains in mental rotation ability for both male and female children. For example, Frick, Ferrara, et al. (2013) found that 5-year-old children made fewer errors on a mental rotation task after they produced or observed actions that translated and rotated cut-out pieces to determine if they fit into a hole (i.e., moving, or watching an experimenter move, the cut-out piece) than if they did not receive the action experience. Similar improvements were found when Goldin-Meadow and colleagues (2012) gave 6-year-olds gesture production experience in an object transformation task.

One recent study compared the effects of action versus gesture training (Levine et al., 2018). Both action and gesture training improved children’s performance on the mental transformation test, with no significant differences in the gains realized 1 week following training. However, there were differences in the timing of the effects: action movement training resulted in an immediate gain in performance with no further gain 1 week later, whereas gesture movement training resulted in a more modest immediate gain with a subsequent additional gain emerging 1 week later, opening the possibility that gesture training would be more effective than action training at more distal time points.

Together, these studies suggest that movement experience, whether action or gesture, facilitates improvement on mental transformation tasks, albeit perhaps on different time frames. But there are many components involved in the experiences of producing actions and gestures, some of which are specific to each of these forms of movement, and some of which are shared. Given the sex differences reported in the mental rotation literature, it may be that certain components of these forms of motor experience are critical, and whether these components have different effects on male and female children’s mental rotation skills. Using a pretest-training-posttest design, we considered the impact of (a) actually touching, and thus feeling, an object during action; (b) including a grasping handshape in either gesture or action; (c) including the object’s rotation around an axis, which captures the essence of the transformation, and can occur in either gesture or action; and (d) not seeing the outcome of the rotation (a property of gesture but not action), which requires more effortful processing and presumably forces the learner to use mental imagery to visualize rotational outcome.

For Study 1, five training conditions were created, using various combinations of these movement components, and the gains children made following training were compared across these conditions. Two of the training conditions mirrored action or gesture training in previous studies: (a) Learning through action involved positive instances of all of the movement components just mentioned (feeling the object as it is moved; using a grasping handshape; rotating the object around an axis; seeing the object in its rotated state). (b) Learning through gesture involved only some of these components (using a grasping handshape; turning the hand along the path of rotation that would occur if the object were physically rotated). The other three training conditions were made possible through the use of a touchscreen, and allowed us to test combinations of movement components that would not be possible in the “real” world: (c) Learning through enacting (using a grasping handshape; turning the hand along the path of rotation that would occur if the object were physically rotated; seeing the object in its rotated state). (d) Learning through tracing (turning the hand along the path of rotation that would occur if the object were physically rotated; seeing the object in its rotated state). (e) Learning through tapping (seeing the object in its rotated state after tapping it).

To our knowledge, no study has directly compared the impact of different movement components on mental rotation training. Given the prior literature, we hypothesized that all training conditions, because they involve movement and practice, should benefit children in some way. However, the amount of gain might be greater for some conditions than for others, and differ by sex. If so, these differences would point to the aspects of motor experience that are critical for improving mental rotation skills for males and females.

**Study 1**

**Method**

**Participants.** Usable data were collected from 107 children (47 males; 60 females) between the ages of 4 and 6 years (48–71 months.; $M = 57$ months.; $SD = 7.2$ months.). Table 1 presents a breakdown of participants by sex and training condition. Participants came from a large metropolitan city, had various racial backgrounds (56% Caucasian, 19% Black, 15% mixed race, 3% Asian, 7% nonreporting), and came from predominately high socioeconomic status (SES) backgrounds: 48% of guardians indicated a yearly household income of over $100,000; in 89% of households, at least one caregiver had obtained a bachelor’s degree. To determine a target sample size, we considered a previous experiment that had investigated the effects of three training conditions on mental rotation ability, and had an effect size of Cohen’s $f = 0.36$ (Cohen, 1988; Ping, Ratliff, Hickey, & Levine, 2011). We
used the R package pwr (R Core Team, 2018) and set \( \alpha = .05 \), power = 0.80, effect size \( f = 0.36 \), to do a power analysis for a design with five conditions. The analysis indicated that we would need at least 19.39 participants per condition. We oversampled in each condition, anticipating some children would need to be excluded for various reasons (see below), and our final analysis included 19 to 24 children per condition (see Table 1).

Informed consent was obtained from a parent or guardian of each participant, and data were collected under IRB H08224 (Mental Rotation Training in Children) approved by the University of Chicago Institutional Review Board. An additional 28 children were excluded from analyses for refusing to complete the first experimental session (\( n = 11 \)), failure to comply with experimental procedures (\( n = 13 \)), or because of a computer error (\( n = 4 \)). Children who completed the first session but were absent for no more than one subsequent session were included in analyses. Children completed the experimental sessions individually in a quiet laboratory setting. All children received a small prize as a thank you for their participation, and parents or guardians received $10 to cover transportation costs.

Materials

**Testing items.** Computerized tasks were created using OpenS-esame, a graphical experiment builder (Mathôt, Schreij, & Theeuwes, 2012), and presented on a laptop (Lenovo IdeaPad; 15.6-in. screen). Participants were tested on a novel mental rotation task (see the *Gesture and action in mental rotation* subsection); items in all conditions except the act training condition were presented on a touch screen (Apple iPad). During training, the touch screen was placed on a small stand in front of the child, with the green and blue plastic balloons on either side. Children were trained on 16 animal items, rotated in the picture-plane by \( \pm 67.5^\circ \) or \( 122.5^\circ \) (8 unique animals presented 2 times each, once at each angle disparity). The order in which training items were presented was randomized. Four additional animal items were created for pretraining, to familiarize children with the training procedure.

**Object training items.** Real-world versions of the screen-based training items were created for children in the act training condition. Each animal image was attached to black foam board by a small brad so that it could be physically rotated during training. The size and color of the animal images were the same across the screen-based and real-world training sets, and the black foam board had the same dimensions as the touchscreen. The two angle disparities (67.5° and 122.5°) were marked on the back of the board, allowing the experimenter to adjust each animal to the proper angle. On each training trial, a new foam board item was placed on a small stand in front of the participant, with the green and blue plastic balloons on either side.

Procedure. Children participated in two experimental sessions in a quiet laboratory space, 1 week apart. During the first session, children completed a pretest, were randomly assigned to one of five training conditions, and completed a posttest. During the second session, children completed a follow-up test. Both sessions were video recorded. The structure of the pretest, posttest, and follow-up assessments was identical (see the Materials section).

For assessments (pretest, posttest, and follow up), children were seated in front of a laptop with the balloon parties placed on either side. Blue and green stickers were attached to laptop keys, and children were taught to make their responses during the game by pressing these keys. Between responses, children kept their hands on two hand-shaped stickers in front of the laptop.

For training, children were seated in front of a touchscreen (for the training conditions using the screen-based items) or foam board (for the training condition using real-world training items), with the blue and green balloon parties placed on either side. In all training conditions, children wore a glove with the index and thumb cut off. This gave children who used screen-based training items the ability to directly interact with the touchscreen with either their index finger or index finger and thumb, depending on condition, but prevented extraneous interaction with the screen. Gloves were worn on children’s dominant hand, and the experimenter wore a similar glove.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training condition</th>
<th>Females (n)</th>
<th>Males (n)</th>
<th>Age, M (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Act</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>57.8 (7.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enact</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>58.4 (6.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>58.2 (7.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesture</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>57.9 (7.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tap</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>56.3 (7.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. There was no significant difference between conditions in child age, \( F(4, 106) = .26, p = .903 \), or sex \( \chi^2(4) = .91, p = .923 \).
Pretest. Before the pretest, children were familiarized with the task in warm-up trials. The first trial presented a picture of a bird standing upright. Children were told:

Look, here’s a bird. The bird is walking to a party, but we have to decide which party the bird is walking to. On this side [pointing to plastic green balloons], there is a green balloon party, and on this side [pointing to plastic blue balloons], there is a blue balloon party. Which party will the bird walk to?

Children were shown how to respond using a key press, and were given feedback to help them understand how to play the game. Children received a second trial with a different animal standing upright, before receiving the following instructions, which encouraged mental rotation:

Ok, now we changed the game a little bit. We are still playing the same game, but now the animal is turned so it is not on its feet. Before you decide which party the animal is going to, I want you to try and picture in your head what the animal would look like if it were standing on its feet. If the animal was standing on its feet, would it walk to the green balloon party or the blue balloon party?

Children completed two warm-up trials with animals rotated \( \pm 45^\circ \), receiving feedback about their choices.

After completing these warm-up trials, children completed the pretest. They were told that they would be playing the same game as before, but this time the animal would always be turned so it was not on its feet; their goal was to picture the animal on its feet before deciding whether it would be going to the green balloon party or the blue balloon party. At the beginning of the vehicle block, children were told the game was the same, but this time, a vehicle would be turned so it was not sitting on its wheels; their goal was to picture the vehicle on its wheels before deciding which party it would attend. Children were not given any feedback during pretest.

Training. After pretest, children were taught a movement strategy to use when responding to training items, which were similar to the items they had seen at pretest. Movement strategies included different combinations of movement components, based on training condition (summarized in Table 2). In all conditions, four pretraining items were presented, so that children could learn their movement strategy. The experimenter modeled the movement strategy on two items, and gave children feedback on their hand positions and accuracy on the subsequent two items.

Act. In this condition, children used the real-world training item set. They were taught to grasp the animal attached to the core board and rotate it until it aligned with the horizontal axis. The act condition contained all of the movement components—feeling the object as it is moved (feeling object), seeing the outcome of the rotation (seeing outcome), using a grasping handshape (grasping handshape), and rotation movement (rotating path).

In the remaining 4 conditions, children used the screen-based training items.

Enact. In the enact condition, children were taught to move their hand as though grasping the animal on the touchscreen with their index finger and thumb, and then rotate the hand until the animal aligned with the horizontal axis. The animal rotated in response to the child’s movement; thus the child controlled the rotation of the animal along the path through his or her enacted rotation. The enact condition thus involved three of the four movement components: seeing the outcome of the rotation (seeing outcome), using a grasping handshape (grasping handshape), and rotation movement (rotating path).

Trace. In the trace condition, children were taught to touch the head of the animal on the screen with their index finger and trace the path along which it needed to move to rotate until the animal aligned with the horizontal axis. In this condition, the animal also rotated in response to the child’s movement; thus the child controlled the rotation of the animal along the path. The trace condition involved two movement components: seeing the outcome of the rotation (seeing outcome); rotation movement (rotating path).

Gesture. In the gesture condition, children were taught to grasp the animal on the screen with their index finger and thumb, and make a rotating movement with their fingers. Unlike the other conditions, the animal did not move in this condition; the gesture showed how the animal would need to rotate to align with the horizontal axis. The gesture condition thus did not involve seeing the outcome of the rotation, but it did involve two other movement components: rotation movement that would occur if the animal rotated in response to the child’s movement (rotating path) and using a grasping handshape to carry out the imagined rotation (grasping handshape).

Tap. In the tap condition, children were taught to tap the head of the animal on the screen with their index finger; this movement resulted in the animal rotating to align with the horizontal axis. The tap condition thus involved only one movement component—seeing the outcome of the rotation (seeing outcome). Although this condition engaged the motor system, it did not include any of the other four movement components.

Children completed 16 training trials using the movement strategy they had been taught during pretraining. All training trials showed animals at 67.5° and 122.5° of angular disparity. Feedback on response accuracy was given after each trial (e.g., “The [animal] is going to the [green/blue] balloon party”) and responses were recorded.

Posttest. Immediately after training, children completed a posttest on the laptop. The posttest was identical in structure to the pretest: 36 items varying by image type (animal, vehicle) and angular disparity (±67.5°, 122.5°, 157.5°). No feedback was given.

Follow up. One week after the first session, children returned to the lab for a follow-up assessment that was identical in structure to the pre and posttests. Again, no feedback was given.

Results

Before asking whether the action components taught during training had a differential impact on children’s performance gains, we considered: (a) children’s average accuracy for the three different angular disparities, (b) children’s performance on animal versus vehicle items at pretest and across time to determine whether children generalized the knowledge gained during training on animal items to vehicle items, and (c) the best model for growth (e.g., linear, quadratic) in children’s performance across time.

To address our first preliminary question, we ran a mixed-effects binomial logistic regression model with trial-level accuracy on pretest (0, 1) entered as the outcome variable, and angle disparity (67.5°, 122.5°, 157.5°) entered as the predictor of interest. Participant was considered a random effect in this model (and
in all subsequent mixed-effects models described in this section) to account for common variance between mental rotation items answered by the same participant. The model revealed that children’s likelihood of responding correctly to a pretest item was predicted by angle disparity, $F(2, 10,581) = 771.17, p < .001$.

An effect of angle disparity was expected based on the mental rotation literature (e.g., Frick, Daum, Walser, & Mast, 2009), but children’s accuracy approached ceiling on items on which the object was rotated 67.5° ($M = 0.83, SE = .02$): over half of participants (57 of 107) correctly answered 11 or 12 (out of 12) items on the 67.5° items, whereas only 7/107 children achieved this level of accuracy on the 122.5° items, and only 6/107 achieved this level on 157.5° items. These data suggest that little growth could be achieved on 67.5° items after training, and two analyses confirmed that removing these items from subsequent analyses was justifiable. First, Log-linear Poisson models showed that the number of children at ceiling differed across angular disparities: a log-linear Poisson model on a 2 (angle disparity: 67.5° vs. 122.5° and 157.5°) × 2 (performance code: ceiling vs. nonceiling) contingency table revealed that there were significantly more children at ceiling for the 67.5° items, compared with the larger angle of rotation items ($\chi^2, 1 = 90.80, p < .001$), which did not differ from each other, based on a second model ($\chi^2, 1 = 0.082, p = .77$). Second, a Cronbach’s alpha scale analysis revealed higher alpha values at each time point when the 67.5° angle was removed from the scale (e.g., 0.858 at pretest) than when the angle was included (0.798 at pretest). We therefore only considered 122.5° or 157.5° items in all subsequent analyses. Further, given the overall effect of angle on performance, we controlled for angle disparity in all subsequent analyses.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Feeling object</th>
<th>Grasping handshape</th>
<th>Rotating path</th>
<th>Seeing outcome</th>
<th>Training example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Act</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enact</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesture</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Training example pictures: white arrow = “rotating path”; gray, dotted arrow = “seeing outcome.” See the online article for the color version of this table.
To address our second preliminary question, we assessed performance on animal versus vehicle items at pretest and across time. If children were not able to generalize the training they received rotating animal images to vehicle images at posttest and follow up, we should see greater growth across time points for performance on animal trials, compared with vehicle trials. We conducted a mixed-effects binomial logistic regression model on a trial-level accuracy variable (0, 1), with image type (animal, vehicle), time (centered at pretest), and an interaction between image type and time as predictors. Analyses revealed neither a main effect of image type, $p = .14$, nor an image type by time interaction, $p = .74$, indicating that learning did not differ across trained versus untrained image types. In other words, the children generalized what they had learned on animal trials to vehicle trials. As a result, we combined responses to animal and vehicle items in all subsequent analyses.

To address our third preliminary question, we evaluated models of children’s growth across time to determine whether growth was better fit by a linear or quadratic function. We conducted two mixed-effects binomial logistic regression models on a trial-level accuracy variable (0, 1), the first with a term for linear growth across time, and the second with terms for linear and quadratic growth across time. The first model revealed a main effect of linear growth, $F(1, 7054) = 111.46, p < .001$, indicating that the likelihood of a correct response increased linearly across time points. The second model also revealed a main effect of linear growth, $F(1, 7053) = 25.02, p < .001$, but the term for quadratic growth did not reach significance, $p > .05$, indicating that there were no significant changes in the rate of growth from one time point to the next. Additionally, the model containing the term for quadratic time was a significantly worse fit to the data than the model with only a linear term, based on the Akaike corrected information criteria (AICc; $\chi^2(1) = 16.32, p < .001$). Thus, in our main analysis, we examined children’s growth in performance across time as a linear function.

We next turned to our main question: whether training condition differentially promotes performance gains across time and, if so, whether the effects vary by child sex. As in previous analyses, a mixed-effects binomial logistic regression model was run on a trial-level accuracy variable (0, 1). Training condition (act, enact, trace, gesture, tap), time (centered at pretest), and sex (female = 0, male = 1) were added as predictors, as well as all two-way and three-way interactions between these predictors of interest. We also included two covariates in this and all follow-up analyses: image angle ($122.5^\circ$ vs. $157.5^\circ$) and child age in months at the start of the first session.

Figure 1 shows performance gains by training condition, separated by males and females. The model revealed a main effect of time ($F(1, 7034) = 106.29, p < .001$, odds ratio (OR) = 1.494, 95% CI [1.176, 1.897]), and a two-way interaction between time and training condition, $F(4, 7034) = 3.33, p = .010$, both of which we consider in the context of a significant three-way interaction between time, sex, and training condition, $F(4, 7034) = 2.38, p = .049$. There was also a main effect of angle disparity, $F(1, 7034) = 213.70, p < .001$. There was no effect of age, $p = .414$, and all other main effects and two-way interactions were nonsignificant, $p_{s} > .05$.

To explore the three-way interaction, we ran two additional models, examining whether there was an interaction between training condition and time for males and for females separately. We found a significant Condition $\times$ Time interaction for males, $F(4, 3060) = 3.58, p = .006$, but not for females, $p = .147$, suggesting that males differentially benefited from the training experiences. Post hoc analyses, using a Bonferroni corrected alpha of .005 for 10 comparisons, revealed that the Time $\times$ Training Condition interaction seen for males was driven by performance in the gesture training condition: males showed significantly greater gains across time points when learning through gesture than when learning through three of the other training conditions (gesture vs. action: $t(1250) = 2.81, p = .005$, OR = 1.662, 95% CI [1.166, 2.368]); gesture versus trace: $t(1274) = 2.96, p = .003$, OR = 1.749, 95% CI [1.207, 2.534]; gesture versus tap: $t(1282) = 3.37, p = .001$, OR = 1.901, 95% CI [1.308, 2.763]); the fourth contrast was marginally significant (gesture vs. enact: $t(1306) = 2.48, p = .013$, OR = 1.626, 95% CI [1.106, 2.39]). All other pairwise comparisons were nonsignificant, all $p_{s} > .005$. It is important to note that, although training condition did not differentially predict performance gains for females, a main effect of time was found in the model ($F(1, 3972) = 70.101, p < .001$, OR = 1.501, 95% CI [1.182, 1.906]), indicating that females did benefit from training experiences. Although we are on shaky ground when we make

3 We examined the accuracy of children’s responses during training as a function of condition and sex. A two-way analysis of variance showed a main effect of condition, $F(4,107) = 12.57, p < .001$, but no effect of sex, $p = .39$, and no interaction between condition and sex, $p = .74$. Post-hoc tests using a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons revealed that accuracy in the gesture condition ($M = 0.81$, SD = 0.232) was significantly lower than accuracy in all other conditions (act: $M = 1.00$, SD = 0.01; enact: $M = 1.00$, SD = 0.00; trace: $M = 1.00$, SD = 0.01; tap: $M = 1.00$, SD = 0.02), all $p_{s} < .001$, as might be expected, as the correct outcome was not visible in the gesture condition but was visible in all other conditions. Although we might expect training performance to relate to performance at posttest and the 1-week follow-up test, it was not possible to examine this relation because there was so little variability in training accuracy. In the act condition, all but one child responded correctly on all 16 training trials, as did all children in the enact condition, all but two children in the trace condition, and all but one child in the tap condition.

4 We also compared growth of males and females within each condition, and found that none of the $p$ values were above the Bonferroni corrected alpha level of .01 for five comparisons.

Figure 1. Model estimates of performance gain from pretest to follow up by training condition, separated by sex. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
inferences from the lack of an effect (in this case, the lack of a main effect of sex), it is worth underscoring that the gains made by females did not differ significantly from the gains made by males. The difference between the sexes is that males learned more from gesture training than from the other training conditions, whereas females did not differentially benefit from particular training conditions (although it does appear from raw performance gain scores that females made the greatest gains from action and gesture training).

Study 2

Although both males and females benefited from training experiences in Study 1, males benefited more from gesture training than the other training conditions, whereas females did not show significant differences in the gains they made across training conditions. The feature that was unique to the gesture condition and thus distinguished it from all of the other training conditions was that in the gesture condition the outcome of object rotation was not visible, whereas it was visible during all other types of training (act, enact, trace, and tap). Indeed, the fact that gesturing does not result in a measurable change in the environment is a hallmark characteristic of gesture that makes it distinct from our actions on objects—presumably the gesture condition required children to imagine the outcome of the rotation movement on their own, rather than see the outcome result from their actions.

However, we cannot conclude from Study 1 that not seeing the outcome of the rotation during gesture training was the sole reason that this training benefited males more than the other training conditions. Gesture also involves producing a relevant movement, and it may be these components together that led to its beneficial effect. To disentangle the effect of a visible outcome from the effect of producing a relevant motor movement, in this study, we tested the hypothesis that simply imagining the movement of an object without gesturing the movement would, like gesture training, result in more learning than the enact condition; if so, we can conclude that the overt motor component of gesture does not play an important role in differentially improving males’ mental rotation ability. By adding an imagine condition, we can explore whether males performed best in the gesture condition simply because they did not see the outcome of the motor movement, or because they also produced a relevant rotational motor movement.

Similarly, an imagine condition allows us to better understand our results for females. Females showed performance gains in all conditions, relative to pretest. Note that all of the conditions involved movement of some sort—even in the tap condition where children used a motor action (tapping the screen) that resulted in a change in the orientation of the object. To assess the hypothesis that movement is crucial to learning in females, it would be useful to have an imagine training condition, which does not involve any overt motor movement whatsoever.

To examine these hypotheses, children were given training in one of three conditions in which two factors were manipulated: an enact condition (+visible outcome; +motor movement); a gesture condition (−visible outcome; +motor movement); and an imagine condition (−visible outcome; −motor movement). The enact and gesture conditions were identical to the training conditions in Study 1; we chose to use the enact condition in Study 2 because it aligns most closely with the motor movement experience children have during gesture training, with the important difference that enacting results in a visible rotation outcome. In addition, because the effects of gesture have been found to unfold slowly across time (Condon et al., 2017; Levine et al., 2018), Study 2 included a 4-week follow up to probe the longevity of training effects. This longer follow-up time point also allowed us to test the possibility that gesture may be an ideal training tool for females, but that the time frame during which we considered training effects in Study 1 was not long enough to observe this effect—a finding that would align with previous work with adult females (e.g., Terlecki, Newcombe, & Little, 2008).

Method

Participants. Usable data were collected from 72 children (39 males; 33 females) between the ages of 3 and 6 years (45–72 months; $M = 56$ months; $SD = 6.35$ months.). Table 3 presents a breakdown of participants by sex and training condition. Participants represented a racially diverse sample from a large metropolitan city (35% Black, 33% Caucasian, 14% mixed race, 13% Asian, 4% nonreporting, 1% other) and came from predominately high-SES backgrounds: 52% of guardians who completed a demographic questionnaire indicated a yearly household income of over $100,000; in 74% of households, at least one caregiver had obtained a bachelor’s degree. To be consistent with Study 1, we used the same approach for sample size. Informed consent was obtained from a parent or guardian of each participant under IRB H08224 (Mental Rotation Training in Children) approved by the University of Chicago Institutional Review Board. An additional 21 children were excluded from analyses for failure to comply with experimental procedures ($n = 15$), or because they no longer wanted to participate ($n = 6$). Children completed the experimental sessions individually in a quiet school setting. All children received stickers as a thank you for their participation, and each participating classroom in schools received a $20 gift card to an educational supply store as compensation.

Materials

Testing and training items. Testing materials and screen-based training materials were adapted from Study 1. As in Study 1, participants were assessed on 36 mental rotation items at pretest, at posttest, and at a 1-week follow up. In addition, a second, comparable 4-week follow up was included. Children’s task on each item was to mentally rotate an image to determine the direction it would face when aligned with the horizontal axis. Items varied by image (animal vs. vehicle), and angular disparity. Given the ceiling effect seen in Study 1 for $67.5^\circ$ items, images were rotated in the picture-plane by $\pm 122.5^\circ$, $140^\circ$, or $157.5^\circ$. The direction the image faced when mentally rotated was counterbalanced on all assessments.

Table 3

Study 2 Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training condition</th>
<th>Females ($n$)</th>
<th>Males ($n$)</th>
<th>Age, $M$ (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enact</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>56.4 (6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesture</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>57.2 (6.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imagine</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>55.5 (5.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. There was no significant relation between condition and child age, $F(2, 143) = .892$, $p = .412$, or sex $\chi^2(2) = .09$, $p = .956$. 
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Four test sets of 36 items were created such that children received each test set once, across the four assessments, and the order in which the test sets were administered was counterbalanced within each training condition. As in Study 1, items were blocked by image type (animal, vehicle), each image was presented three times at each angle, and the order in which items were presented within blocks was randomized.

**Procedure.** Three experimental sessions took place in a quiet school setting. During Session 1, children completed a pretest, were randomly assigned to one of three conditions for training, and completed a posttest. Children completed follow-up assessments 1 week and 4 weeks after Session 1. All sessions were video recorded. The experimental set-up, assessment structure, and training session were modeled after Study 1. Training conditions varied across time, and the second containing terms for linear and quadratic growth. The enactment of movement during training. The exact and gesture conditions were identical to those conditions in Study 1; the new condition in Study 2 was the imagine condition.

**Enact (+movement, +visible outcome).** Children were taught to grasp the animal on the screen with their index finger and thumb, and then rotate the animal until it aligned with the horizontal axis. The animal rotated as the child enacted its rotation.

**Gesture (+movement, −visible outcome).** Children were taught to grasp the animal on the screen with their index finger and thumb, and make a rotating movement with their fingers. Unlike the exact condition, the animal did not rotate; children thus did not see the outcome of the rotation.

**Imagine (−movement, −visible outcome).** Children were taught to imagine the animal turning until it aligned with the horizontal axis; they thus did not see the outcome of the rotation. Unlike the other two conditions, children did not produce a motor movement during training.

**Results**

Before considering our main analysis of interest, we examined two preliminary questions: (a) whether the change in angle disparities used during assessments (substituting the 140° items for the 67.5° items used in Study 1) resulted in lower rates of ceiling performance than in Study 1, and (b) whether children’s growth in performance across time was better fit by a linear or quadratic function. To address the first question, we conducted a mixed-effects binomial logistic regression model with trial-level accuracy as the outcome variable and condition and angle disparity as predictors. As in Study 1, there was no significant difference in growth rates for females in the imagine condition, $p = 0.077$. Post hoc tests using a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons revealed significantly higher accuracy in the imagine condition ($M = 0.685, SD = 0.258$) and the imagine condition ($M = 0.696, SD = 0.228$), both $p < .001$, both of which did not have the correct outcome visible during training. As in Study 1, it was not possible to examine the relation between training accuracy and posttest or follow-up test accuracy because there was so little variability in training performance: in the Imagine condition, all but one child responded correctly on all 16 training trials, and the remaining child responded correctly on 15 of the 16 trials.

As in Study 1, we examined the accuracy of children’s responses during training as a function of condition and sex. A two-way analysis of variance showed a main effect of condition, $F(2, 10, 044) = 19.498, p < .001$, but no effect of sex, $F(1, 10, 044) = 0.766$, and no interaction effect between condition and sex, $p = .077$. Post hoc tests using a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons revealed significantly higher accuracy in the imagine condition ($M = 0.997, SD = 0.013$), compared with the gesture condition ($M = 0.685, SD = 0.258$) and the imagine condition ($M = 0.696, SD = 0.228$), both $p < .001$, both of which did not have the correct outcome visible during training. As in Study 1, it was not possible to examine the relation between training accuracy and posttest or follow-up test accuracy because there was so little variability in training performance: in the Imagine condition, all but one child responded correctly on all 16 training trials, and the remaining child responded correctly on 15 of the 16 trials.

As in Study 1, the model containing the term for quadratic growth was a significantly worse fit to the data, based on AICc, $\chi^2(1) = 34.44, p < .001$. Thus, based on parsimony and model fit, we examined linear growth across time in our main analysis.

Our main question of interest was to determine which components of gesture training (−outcome visibility, +motor movement) had a positive impact on mental rotation skill in males and females. A mixed-effect binomial logistic regression model was run on a trial-level accuracy variable (0, 1) with condition (enact, gesture, imagine), time (centered at pretest), sex ($female = 0$, $male = 1$), and all two- and three-way interactions between these predictors. Child age in months and item angle disparity were included as covariates in this and all follow-up analyses. A significant main effect was found for time ($F(1, 10, 044) = 24.34, p < .001, OR = 1.071, 95\% CI [0.961, 1.193]$). Significant two-way interactions were found between time and condition, $F(2, 10, 044) = 5.80, p = .003$, and between time and sex, $F(1, 10, 044) = 6.13, p = .013$, and the three-way interaction between time, sex, and condition was also significant, $F(2, 10, 044) = 8.60, p < .001$. There was also a main effect of angle disparity, $F(2, 10, 044) = 94.47, p < .001$. There was no effect of age, $p = .527$, and all other main effects and the two-way interaction between condition and sex were nonsignificant, $ps > .05$.

Given the three-way interaction, we explored the two-way interaction between condition and time for males and females separately. Simple-effects tests revealed that females in the gesture condition showed significantly greater gains across time than females in the imagine condition, $t(3116) = 3.20, p = .001, OR = 1.275, 95\% CI [1.099, 1.479]$ and in the enact condition, $t(3116) = 2.57, p = .01, OR = 1.226, 95\% CI [1.049, 1.432]$; there was no difference in growth rates for females in the imagine and enact conditions, $p = .606$ (Figure 2). The significant difference between the females’ performance in the gesture versus enact conditions showed little growth when asked to imagine.
seems, at first blush, to conflict with the findings from Study 1 (recall that there was no significant difference in performance between the gesture and enact conditions for females after training in Study 1). Note, however, that Study 2 includes an additional follow-up session after 4 weeks. If we consider growth only to the first follow up in Study 2 (i.e., at 1 week, analogous to Study 1), we again find no significant difference in growth for females in the gesture versus enact conditions, \( p = .178 \). The impact of gesture on females’ performance is thus slow acting and takes time to appear (cf. Levine et al., 2018).

These results indicate that, for females, both components of gesture—not seeing the outcome of a movement and incorporating the motor system in the training experience—facilitate performance gains over a 4-week time period. In contrast to females, for males, there was no difference in growth rates between the imagine and gesture conditions, \( p = .836 \), both of which were more effective than the enact condition (gesture vs. enact: \( t(3833) = 5.90, p < .001, OR = 1.554, 95\% CI [1.342, 2.799] \); imagine vs. enact: \( t(3445) = 5.386, p < .001, OR = 0.658, 95\% CI [0.566, 0.767] \); see Figure 2). These results suggest that for males, the motor component in gesture training was not likely to have contributed to performance gains above and beyond the benefits of not seeing the outcome of object rotation during training. Importantly, moving the object per se (as in the enact condition) was not sufficient to lead to learning in males or females, and was not optimal for females’ learning; having to envision the outcome of the movement seems to be a key contributor to learning in all children. Moreover, for both males and females, the gesture training condition is an effective way to support gains in mental rotation skill.

### Discussion

Study 2 was designed to address whether gesture training is effective because it involves imagining the outcome of a movement, or because it involves making a relevant movement while imagining the outcome of the movement. Children were trained in one of three conditions, a gesture condition (+visible outcome; +motor movement), an imagine condition (−visible outcome; −motor movement), or an enact condition (+visible outcome; +motor movement). We also included a second follow-up test in the design 4 weeks after training to gain a better understanding of the long-term effects of gesture training (cf., Levine et al., 2018).

Results from Study 2 answered our questions. Male participants showed significantly greater gains in both the gesture and imagine conditions than in the enact condition, but showed no difference in gains between the gesture and imagine conditions. Because both the gesture and imagine conditions involved not seeing the outcome of rotation, but the imagine condition did not directly involve overt motor movements in the training experience, this finding suggests that it was the “not seeing” component of gesture that boosted the males’ mental rotation ability in Study 1, rather than motor system involvement. In other words, encouraging males to visualize the rotation of an object facilitates gains in mental rotation ability.

Interestingly, females showed a different pattern: females in the gesture condition showed significantly greater gains than those in the enact and imagine conditions, and there was no difference in gains between the enact and imagine conditions. This finding is notable for two reasons. First, it suggests that females benefit most from a training experience with both factors—training that involves performing a movement and imagining the outcome of that movement. Gesture thus appears to be an ideal tool for teaching young females mental rotation skills. Second, when the finding is considered in relation to Study 1, the results of Study 2 suggest that the effects of gesture training unfold gradually for females. In both studies, there were no significant differences in gains between females assigned to the gesture condition, compared with the other conditions (including enact), after a 1-week delay; however, a significant difference emerged between the gesture and enact conditions in Study 2 when performance was assessed after a 4-week delay. Indeed, gains from gesture training might have surpassed gains from action, trace, and tap training in Study 1 had we assessed performance after 4 weeks. Next, we consider theoretical and practical implications of these results for mental rotation training in children.

### General Discussion

We know that the actions we do influence how we think about the world. In the case of mental rotation, researchers have shown that the experience of physically rotating objects, or gesturing about rotating objects, can enhance mental rotation skill (e.g., Frick, Ferrara, et al., 2013; Goldin-Meadow et al., 2012; Platt & Cohen, 1981). Here, we asked whether training experiences that combine different components of action experience—directly engaging the motor system (whether through minimal engagement, as in the tap condition, or by producing more relevant, rotational actions, as in the act, enact, and trace conditions)—differentially impact performance gains on a mental rotation assessment. We also considered two other training conditions—(a) gesture, which involves many action components (directly engaging the motor system, tracing the path of rotation, producing a grasping handshape), but does not cause object rotation to occur; and (b) imagine, which is similar to gesture in that there is no visible object rotation, but differs from gesture in that no action components are involved in the experience.
Taken together, results from Studies 1 and 2 confirm previous work, showing that mental rotation ability is malleable for both female and male children (e.g., Frick, Ferrara, et al., 2013; Goldin-Meadow et al., 2012; Platt & Cohen, 1981), and extend the literature by showing that gesture appears to be an ideal tool for all children, but that the reason for this effect differs by sex. Not seeing the outcome of rotation—a hallmark characteristic of gesture—emerged as a crucial training component for both groups. Interestingly, not seeing the outcome turned out to be the only necessary component for males, who benefited equally from gesture training and simply imagining object rotation. Females, in contrast, only showed increased benefit from this experience when it also involved producing a relevant motor movement, and only after an extended delay. Given the arguments that have been made about the importance of action-experience and action-knowledge in building mental rotation skills, why did having to imagine the outcome of object rotation (a component of gesture, but not action) emerge as a crucial training component for all of the children in our study? And why was it necessary to combine imagining with making a relevant gesture for females to show gains that were comparable to those of males? We consider these two questions in turn.

Why Does Having to Imagine the Outcome of the Rotation Promote Learning?

Early in development, the frequency of producing rotational movements during play and observing the resulting visual changes in object orientation may be crucial for building a rudimentary ability to mentally rotate objects (Nazareth, Herrera, & Pruden, 2013; Newcombe, Bandura, & Taylor, 1983). Such experiences may then set children up to profit from training that contains components of action (our tap, trace, enact, and act conditions). However, our findings suggest that, at least at a certain point in developing mental rotation skills, a different type of training—training that involves gesture—may be even better. Gesture may have improved children’s performance on subsequent assessments because the gesture training experience in our study was similar to the testing they later received (e.g., Franks, Bilbrey, Lien, & McNamara, 2000; Halamish & Bjork, 2011; Nungester & Duchastel, 1982; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). But gesture also engages the motor system and, in our study, required children to simulate the movements they would have done to rotate an object. Because the movements were a simulation, they required children to visualize the outcome of the movement. Gesture thus engages the motor system as does action, but removes the “training wheels” of action. Without a visible outcome, children have to do more “heavy lifting” during training—they are forced to practice mentally rotating objects, aided by the visual cues provided by their hands. Having to visualize an outcome may present children just learning to mentally rotate objects with a desirable difficulty—a phenomenon in which the experience of difficulty during the learning process leads to deeper learning (e.g., Bjork, 1994; Vlach, Ankowski, & Sandhofer, 2012)—which then leads to improvement in mental rotation skills, an effect found in both males (Studies 1 and 2) and females (Study 2) after gesture experience.

Why Do Females Need to Produce a Gestured Movement in Order to Benefit From Training?

It is well established that male children are more likely to engage in activities that incorporate object rotation, such as block play, than females (Berenbaum & Hines, 1992; Connor, Serbin, & Schackman, 1977; Nazareth et al., 2013; Tracy, 1987). Indeed, this difference is often cited as the reason males outperform females on spatial tasks (e.g., Nazareth et al., 2013). The 4- and 5-year-old males and females in our study are likely to have had these differential experiences, and these differences may have influenced how they responded to our training conditions. That is, having had fewer opportunities to visualize the rotation of objects in play such as block play, females may have needed the cues provided by the hand movements in a gesture in order to reap the benefits of visualizing the outcome—gesture shows children how an object will rotate, and involves producing a similar motor pattern as would be used in actual object rotation. In other words, even though there were no pretest differences in our sample (which might be due to the novelty of the task for both males and females), the play experiences of males and females may have made them differentially ready to learn from training that does (gesture) and does not (imagine) provide cues for how to mentally rotate an object.

A nonmutually exclusive explanation for this finding is that males and females differ in how easily they engage their motor systems during mental rotation tasks and other tasks involving visual imagery. Previous studies show that the development of mental imagery skill is protracted, with children displaying continued development of the skill into adolescence—well beyond the age of participants in our study (e.g., Guilbert, Jouen, & Molina, 2018; Molina, Tijus, & Jouen, 2008). Guilbert and colleagues (2018) recently showed that refinement of this skill may rely on children’s ability to integrate visual information with proprioceptive motor input. Although these researchers did not consider sex differences, it is possible that differences in play experiences could provide young males with more support for this integration. If so, young females might be able to engage their motor systems more effectively when actually moving (in the gesture condition) and not when imagining movement. In contrast, young males might be able to engage their motor systems not only when moving (in the gesture condition), but also when envisioning movement (in the imagine condition).

A related explanation stems from the different strategies males and females may be using during mental rotation. If males approached the mental rotation problems using a more holistic strategy, both the gesture and imagine training might encourage them to practice this strategy. In contrast, if females approached the mental rotation problems using a more piecemeal strategy, they might need gesture training to prompt them to use the more successful holistic strategy, a prompt they would not receive in the imagine condition. This explanation could also account for the second interesting finding in our study—that, for females, gesture emerged as the most effective training tool only 4 weeks after training (Study 2), rather than one week after training (Studies 1 and 2). Females may have needed time to profit from the prompt to use a holistic strategy. This finding is consistent with results from Terlecki et al.’s (2008) training study, who showed slower mental rotation growth in female than male adults. Our finding is
also consistent with recent results from Levine and colleagues (2018), who show particularly slow gains when children learn through gesture. It is likely that the reason all children showed slower growth in their study, rather than just females, stems from the task children had to undertake. Levine and colleagues (2018) used the Child’s Mental Transformation Task (Levine, Huttenlocher, Taylor, & Langrock, 1999), which involves more complex mental rotation and transformations than the task in our study. Because of the increased task complexity, gesture training in the Levine et al. (2018) study would have required gesturing the rotation of two images and, arguably, would have involved a greater mental load, which might have resulted in slower learning in the gesture condition for both males and females.

One somewhat surprising finding in the current work was that the tap condition (Study 1) did not result in lower performance gains than the act, enact, and trace conditions for males, or than any of the training conditions for females. Whereas all of the other conditions included a relevant rotational movement (reflecting the path of rotation for the object), the tap condition simply involved touching the object and then watching it move around its axis—arguably a less relevant motor movement even though the motor system was engaged. In recent work on mental rotation training, Levine and colleagues (2018) found that children made greater gains when producing rotational gestures than pointing gestures, suggesting that the relevance of a motor movement matters during training (see also Brooks & Goldin-Meadow, 2016). One key difference between this previous work and the current study, however, is that even the tap condition did result in a visual change in object orientation (which does not happen with pointing). Being able to view this change may have been enough to boost learning in the short run. But based on the desirable difficulties literature, if we consider a longer retention period (perhaps 4 weeks, as in Study 2), we ought to expect the tap condition to plateau in growth, compared with training conditions involving more relevant motor movements.

A second, somewhat surprising, finding was the lack of a main effect of age in both studies, as previous work has shown developmental changes in mental rotation ability (Estes, 1998; Frick, Ferrara, et al., 2013; Frick, Hansen, & Newcombe, 2013). In particular, Estes (1998) assessed mental rotation ability in children within the same age range as used in the present study, and found that older children had higher accuracy on problems than younger children. The difference in findings between the current work and Estes’ may be due to the different paradigms used. In Estes’ (1998) studies, children were asked to compare two images (one of which was rotated) and decide whether they were the same or different as quickly as possible. The children were not specifically encouraged to engage in mental rotation. In contrast, in the current studies, children were encouraged to envision the rotation of animals or vehicles before making their responses, and were given unlimited time to make their choice. In addition, our framing of the problem (e.g., which party is the animal going to when on its feet) rather than making a same/different judgment, which is arguably more abstract, may have contributed to this difference. Thus, it may be the time pressure and lack of scaffolding (instruction to mentally rotate, abstractness of task) that led to the age differences documented by Estes (1998), suggesting that 4-to-6-year-old children can perform similarly on mental rotation problems when given enough support and time to engage in the task.

Beyond beginning to unpack the aspects of action and gesture experience that are most beneficial in building children’s mental rotation ability, our results have implications for parents and teachers, particularly as the use of tablets becomes more common. Tablets allow for screen-based learning, and move beyond the capabilities of traditional computers by allowing what is often thought of as “physical” interactions with objects. Children can drag and drop objects from one place to another, enlarge or shrink objects, and, as in the present study, rotate objects around an axis. However, the present work suggests that the experience of doing a movement that has an effect on an object is not always best for learners—at times it may be better to do a movement and then visualize the effect that it would have had on the object. Children in our study did make some learning gains in all conditions, suggesting that touchpad-based learning can be effective. But parents and teachers may also want to transition children to more abstract learning experiences, like gesture, in order to secure the biggest boosts in performance.

In conclusion, our studies were designed to evaluate which components of action and gesture experiences are particularly effective in improving mental rotation ability. Our results suggest that gesture training, which requires the child to make a relevant motor movement and to visualize the outcome of the movement, results in the best learning for both males and females. Interestingly, males were able to profit from training that involved visualizing an outcome even if they did not perform a movement, whereas females were unable to do so. Future work is, of course, needed to further solidify the mechanism driving these effects, and to understand how children’s prior experiences, strategies, and levels of ability impact the kinds of training that are most effective in improving their spatial thinking. This question is particularly important for supporting spatial learning in children from lower SES backgrounds, who are currently underrepresented in STEM fields. However, our findings strongly suggest that, if only one tool is going to be used in an educational setting, gesture ought to be that tool since it alone has the power to help both males and females improve their mental rotation ability.
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